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Background
Yupik
•
•
•
•

St. Lawrence Island Yupik (Akuzipik/Yupigestun)/Central Siberian Yupik (Masingkestun) (ISO 639-3:ess); Inuit-YupikUnangan
Endangered (EGIDS 7), ~1000 speakers of an ethnic group of ~2500 individuals (St. Lawrence Island, AK; Chukotka, Russia;
Alaskan Mainland)
Rapid shift towards English in younger generations since 1990s
Polysynthetic, ergative-absolutive, relatively free word order

The project
• documenting – digitizing legacy materials – creating computer tools for speakers and researchers – aiding in community
revitalization efforts

The dictionary
•
•
•

Badten, et al. (2008): two-volume Yupik-English dictionary, including roots (“bases”) and derivational morphology
(“postbases”)
Not widely available in the St. Lawrence Island community
Was digitized; files are large—still not accessible for most people

Goals/motivations for the electronic dictionary
• Get the dictionary into the hands of community members
• Reduce the effort needed to use/access it
• Currently only one print version exists in the school library in Gambell
• No other community members have a personal copy
• Use readily available, free resources to create a useful, professional looking tool
• Many community members expressed unwillingness to ask older speakers for small clarifications
or specific vocabulary items due to social pressures. The dictionary offers them another option.
Ultimately, it must be...
• Accessible with a smart phone and without internet access after the initial download
• Capable of taking full word forms as input and returning a parsed root
• Easily maintainable by the community, long term
• Easy to add and edit entry data
• Require little to no training
• Comprehensive documentation to facilitate future maintenance

Development (v1 – functional)
• Implemented in vanilla HTML, JavaScript, and CSS
• All documentation accessible online (w3schools, etc.)

• Simple string search function
• Can be toggled between English and Yupik search

• Integrated finite state transducer for morphological parsing
• Developed by Chen & Schwartz (2018) using FOMA FST toolkit
• Translated to JavaScript and added to search routine

• Integrated Yupik Cyrillic orthography converter and IPA transcriber
• These can also be toggled on and off to declutter the interface for users who don't
read either system

• Alphabetical view
• Display all words beginning with a given letter
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Development (v2 – in development)
• Implemented in vanilla HTML, JavaScript, and CSS
• All documentation accessible online (w3schools, etc.)

• More robust search function
• Still toggleable between English and Yupik search
• Using JSON database (eventually moving to XML for longevity and compatibility)
• Predictive search using string match/Levenshtein distance and word weights

• Integrated FST parser
• Display parsed morphemes above search results

• Yupik Cyrillic orthography and IPA now stored in entry data
• Dynamically generated entry pages with full entry data (examples,
paradigms, etc.)

Implications and next steps
Hope to achieve...
• widespread dissemination within the community
• active feedback from community members regarding functionality and new additions/edits to
existing entries
Improvements:
• Search functionality (results sorted by relevance; predictive search)
• "Dictionary feel"
• Full entry-devoted page with etymological data, usage examples from corpus, expandable morphological paradigm
tables, etc.

• Display parsed output above search results
• Integrate neural-net-based morphological analyzer currently in development (Schwartz, et al.
2019)
• "Word wheel"
• Display nearby words in the dictionary and/or suggest related words in sidebar
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